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ABSTRACT 

Current solutions for performing Optical Character Recognition (OCR) in both academic 

and commercial environments have good recognition capabilities but each one of them 

has limitations as a consequence of the assumptions made for the defining algorithmic 

approach. This paper aims to define a new OCR method that combines the results from 

different algorithms and/or engines. Because we know in advance the specific 

characteristics of each OCR approach in a given context, a voting algorithm can be 

applied between their results. The final result of the proposed method is a combination of 

the different algorithms and exhibits better characteristics than any individual version 

taken separately. Furthermore, we propose a fully integrated solution containing voting-

based approaches for all the preprocessing stages necessary in a complete OCR solution: 

image binarization, image segmentation, and layout analyze. 

KEYWORDS: OCR, voting, image binarization, image segmentation, layout analysis, 

document image analysis system, image understanding. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the process that converts a digital image into 

editable text. An image containing text, after being processed using OCR technology will 

result in a text document formatted accordingly to the styles presented in the original 

document. 

In general, any voting system starts with a basic or reference element for which certain 

parameters are varied, thus introducing more components with different properties, each 

having the potential to improve the final result. To be able to perform the voting process, 

there must be a quantifiable term indicating how much a given choice will improve the 

end result. For OCR, this quantifiable term is the detected accuracy percentage. 

The “voting-based” component refers to two approaches: the first one, in which the input 

data is processed using different image filters, and the second one, in which two or more 

OCR engines are used on the same data input. The voting process chooses the partial 

results with the highest accuracy percentage, combining them to improve the final result. 

The objective of this paper is to design, implement and test a voting system based on 
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varying input data and merging the results according to internal heuristics, guided by the 

percentage of accuracy and verifying different permutations with the goal to improve the 

final recognition quality. 

This paper presents part of the work completed in the license thesis of the third author of 

the paper at the faculty of Automatics and Computers from the “Politehnica” University 

of Bucharest [24]. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Tesseract is a popular OCR engine [1, 2, 3] and one of the first to obtain good recognition 

accuracy results [4]. Its pipeline-based architecture (presented in Figure 1). It consists of 

the following sequential steps: preprocessing providing a binary threshold, determining 

the connected components and connections between them (also storing them in objects 

called blobs), character recognition and character aggregation to form words, lines, 

paragraphs and the finally solving the problem of detecting small capitals. 

 

Figure 1. Tesseract OCR Architecture [3] 

Voting-Based Image Binarization 

Digital images are composed of pixels, however the range of colors that can be displayed 

depends on the number of bits used to represent each such pixel (a term called BPP or 

Bits-Per-Pixel). For example, a binary image having a BPP of one and a single component 

means that the image will be represented using only two colors: black and white one color 

for each possible value of the binary representation. The thresholding operation is the 

processing stage that takes as input an image having a different representation and 

converts it to a black and white image and based on determining a computer threshold, 

hence the name [23]. 

The thresholding step is essential for an OCR engine because the analyzed picture 

becomes easier to process and the background noise is largely reduced being lower than 

the threshold limit and thus removed. Some of the best known approaches are the 

following: the Otsu method for selecting a fixed threshold [5, 6] or a more complex 
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method based on a bimodal histogram analyze [8] or even using voting-based binarization 

process [7] (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Example of text separation using voting-based image binarization: original image (left), 

binarized image (right). Image taken from [7] 

Voting-Based Image Segmentation 

Although thresholding simplifies the input image transforming it into black and white, it 

cannot identify the elements of an image. Segmentation is the process of identifying the 

objects in an image based on certain properties (pixel color, intensity, texture) [11]. 

Typically, segmentation creates a mask image consisting of input pixels belonging to a 

zone of interest (an object image) of a certain color and/or property. Because a normal 

image that would be processed through OCR can contain text, graphics and complex 

layouts, the goal of segmentation is the identification of the areas of interest as well as the 

evaluation of their type. This image segmentation step is particularly useful in the 

detection of lines or other layout separators. 

 

Figure 3. Example of text (as object) voting-based image segmentation in an old, variable-contrast 

and noisy document: original image (left), segmented image (right). Image taken from [13] 
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Any method of segmentation must meet the following criteria: the recombination of all 

regions (segments) must reconstruct the original image (i.e. segmentation must be 

complete) and the regions must be disjointed to avoid duplication and different from each 

other in the sense that each pixel region only groups based on fixed conditions. 

Segmentation may be performed using multiple approaches like histogram analysis [11], 

region growing [12], watershed [14] or even a voting-based segmentation [13] (Figure 3). 

Voting-Based Document Image Layout Analysis 

The next mandatory processing step in an automatic document image analysis system 

involves determining the document's logical structure. For example, newspapers are 

documents that have complex layouts. Thus, the classification process takes into account the 

hierarchical organization such as the fact that the text blocks will contain objects paragraph 

types that are composed of lines of text and these in turn are composed of words. Among 

the algorithms that perform this type of document analysis are: XY-cut [15], Whitespace 

cover [17] or even a voting-based layout analyze approach [16] (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. The result of document layout analyze: simple and complex document original images 

(left), voting-based layout analyze results (right). Image taken from [16] 

The next processing step is optional and involves the usage of processing filters with the 

goal of reducing the background noise and improving the OCR engine output. Through a 

process called dilation [18], the elements of the resulting image are thinned, making the 

background image bolder and sometimes causing darker elements to be separated. 

Erosion [18] is the reverse process by which elements of the resulting image contours are 

thicker and the background image is thinned and sometimes brighter elements are 

combined. 

3. VOTING-BASED OCR: THE PROPOSED METHOD 

During the last two decades, the OCR process and its stages have been consistently 

developed due to rapid technological changes and the need to store information in 

electronic formats. The methods to improve the accuracy of the results may be divided 

into three categories, depending on the time with respect to the text recognition step, 

namely: preprocessing, processing and post-processing. 
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Typically, processing is encapsulated in the OCR engine and its own algorithms and 

methods. OCR engines are based on different approaches that yield different results, a 

characteristic that can be observed by comparing the results obtained from processing the 

same set of input data by different technologies. 

In the preprocessing category, which aims to improve data entry by bringing them to a 

suitable quality, we will briefly present a number of approaches based on implementing a 

system of voting as a method of studying the results of these approaches, showing 

significant processed image quality improvement. 

We aim to propose a fully-functional OCR that performs in a voting-based manner all the 

necessary steps in a document image analysis system up to the OCR process. The 

solutions presented by the first author of this paper in [7, 13, 16] tried to combine 

classical algorithms to improve the image binarization, image segmentation and layout 

analysis steps. 

In the study [19] a detailed comparison between Tesseract v. 3.0.1 and ABBYY 

FineReader version 10 has been made. Test data represented historical documents dated 

before 1850 and printed in Polish. There are a total of 186 pages, of which 38 were used 

for the training and the remaining 148 pages have been used as recognition data. 

Moreover, the pages were processed both in a form having the noise removed as well as 

in their original one, were built from only Antiqua or Gothic characters (fonts) and the 

measured accuracy was calculated both at the level of characters and words. 

Table 1. ABBYY-Tesseract OCR engines comparison results 

Test 
number 

Character 
type 

Image 
type 

Number of 
pages 

(training) 

Character accuracy 
(percentage) 

Word accuracy 
(percentage) 

ABBYY Tesseract ABBYY Tesseract 

Test_Antiqua Antiqua processed 28 86,97 84,81 65,43 54,99 
Test_Antiqua Antiqua original 28 83,08 69,38 60,42 42,52 
Test_Gothic Gothic processed 4 73,98 80,64 36,98 45,62 
Test_Gothic Gothic original 4 52,79 70,99 20,74 41,16 

For "Test_Antiqua" is observed that ABBYY has a higher degree of accuracy in both 

cases, but for "Test_Gothic" Tesseract seems to obtain an accuracy better than ABBYY, 

but, perhaps, not good enough for most document preservation purposes. After the study, 

it was observed that Tesseract returns generally better outcomes for documents containing 

gothic characters, both in terms of character-level and word-level accuracy. As shown in 

Table 1, the results are better for processed images, which confirms that the preprocessing 

step is necessary to improve the accuracy, especially in the processing of historical 

documents. 

In conclusion, given a set of data, in order to return a relatively good solution for different 

preprocessing techniques or after applying several OCR technologies, a voting system can 

be created to choose the OCR results with a maximum percentage of accuracy. The 

findings above show that implementing such a voting system is a viable idea. 

Implementing a voting system is not a new idea, but one that has been used in a recent 

approach [7, 13, 16] to achieve optimum and efficient operation of thresholding 
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segmentation and analysis of the document. The idea used in these papers consists of 

starting from a set of classical algorithms which are known to address a particular 

behavioral problem. 

The proposed voting-based OCR solution involves the usage/combination of specific 

filters on the input image, resulting in a number of output data. This operation seeks to 

obtain a data set that is composed of different blocks of text that can be properly 

recognized relatively by the OCR process. By comparing the percentage of accuracy 

between similar text blocks, the best option is retained for inclusion in the final result. 

A simple solution is to compare the percentage of accuracy of each partial result and 

promote the highest value as the final result, but in practice this approach does not lead to 

optimal results. The problem is that only certain regions of the input image may yield 

better results after applying a particular filter, in other words, each such data entry 

variation will cause the OCR engine to return some text blocks that are complete and 

correct, but omit a few sentences or words because that area of the input data is 

inappropriate for text recognition. As a result, it is possible that none of the preprocessing 

candidates contain the full text, even if the percentage of accuracy is good, and thus the 

final result will also not contain that part of the text. 

Providing a smaller granularity voting system that will consider small regions of the input 

image and achieve accuracy rates based on their similarity is a better solution and a viable 

real-world system. The proposed solution consists of the realization of a voting system 

based on variations in the input data (preprocessing of the image), the application of the 

recognition process on each such variation, obtaining a number of partial results and 

combining them in a final version based on the highest accuracy percentage (using a 

process of voting between partial results). 

The variation of the input data is represented by the use of filters as well as image dilation 

and erosion morphological operators of various kernel shapes and sizes. It consists of a 

thresholding followed by correcting the text angle, reducing artifacts that may appear in 

the image. 

To make it possible to have a viable voting system, a common base is required to be able 

to choose between areas of the input image on which voting will be performed. Please 

note that none of the obtained results from the preprocessing stages can be used as a 

reference text and thus accurate comparisons cannot be made. 

The common base will be computed by determining a black mask input image which will 

be calculated using the coordinates of the text blocks. To compute these masks we use a 

thresholding method and Hough probabilistic transformation [21]. 

The next step consists of extracting the coordinates for each region. The coordinates are 

sent to the OCR engine to enable it to process only the desired region with corresponding 

filters. The resulting text along with the percentage of accuracy returned is stored as a 

text-value pair and is used in the next step. 

The last step is the comparison and combination of the partial results, also known as 

voting. At this stage the algorithm iterates through all the possible results, choosing one 
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that has a higher percentage of accuracy and positioning it in the final result based on 

previously determined masks. 

The general application architecture is represented in the Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. The generic OCR voting model 

The OCR voting starts by selecting and loading the input image, followed by automatic 

grayscale conversion. After this, a preprocessing stage is applied, which attempts to 

reduce noise and apply different filters to achieve variations between the inputs 

controlling the voting process. 

 

Figure 6. The preprocessing module 

The preprocessing module (Figure 6) is the first step in the voting system. In order to 

obtain a suitable quality of data input and prepare it for the recognition, the applied filters 

are divided into two categories. 

On one hand, a category of filters is represented by the general ones. The application of 

these filters is a preliminary stage to vary the input data and aims to clean the input and 

obtain a reference model of the page on which operators are applied to build candidates to 

perform comparisons between percentages of accuracy. 

This includes thresholding, a simple algorithm for detection and correction of the skew of 

the page and a step of building a black and white mask of the input image that represents 

a virtual template onto which the voting will be performed. 

The chosen thresholding approach is Otsu [5], a global method, because it results in fast 

and robust computation of a close-to-optimal global threshold value. In a written 

document, usually the grouped objects are similar also in terms of color intensity (usually 

foreground representing text is darker than the background) which is the principle 

underlying the chosen method. 
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During the next processing step, the image obtained is binarized, ensuring a high contrast 

between the groups of elements in the scene. Because the image document may be 

slightly skewed due to its positioning in the scanning device, it is vital to follow the step 

of skew detection and correction ("deskew"). Moreover, skew correction not only 

facilitates the process of recognition but also improves the proposed solution’s results. 

To calculate the angle of inclination of the page, the lines of text from the document have 

to be detected. Detection is made using the probabilistic Hough transformation because it 

is an optimum method for recognizing collinear points in an image. Moreover, this 

method returns extreme collinear coordinates of the lines (the coordinates of the start or 

end) which helps to calculate more precisely the angle of inclination. 

The algorithm is simple and it must follow the steps bellow: 

 the thresholding method using Otsu; 

 applying the probabilistic Hough transformation, which detects extreme 

coordinates of the lines of text; 

 determining the inclination angle of the entire image, calculating a weighted 

average of the length for each line; 

 the last step consists of the image rotation to compensate for the calculated angle. 

Figure 7 illustrates an example of the skew detection algorithm's steps. It shows how the 

document in the original image has a slight inclination to the right (this is possibly due to 

incorrect positioning inside the scanning device). The second image is representing the 

step in the skew detection algorithm named color inversion (step necessary to use Hough 

transformation [26]). The third image is the result of the application of probabilistic 

Hough transform (note how a sufficient number of lines is detected to calculate the 

inclination angle of the page with a good enough accuracy). The last picture shows the 

skew correction determined by the angle and how the text lines [27] are, in the end, 

horizontally aligned. 

 

Figure 7. An example of the skew detection algorithm's steps 

Because the image resolution does not change, the varying entry or the coordinates of the 

blocks do not change. Thus, it creates the common base necessary for the voting system 

allowing for both the opportunity to vote in areas that relate to the same text and the 

granularity required to create a viable voting system. 
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The template building process is also based on the probabilistic Hough transform. The 

first stage detects text lines based on extreme collinear points. After the detection process 

finishes, the coordinate lines are drawn between extreme points in order to obtain a model 

of the original, followed by morphological transformations to thicken previously drawn 

lines until they unite. The last step consists in extracting the coordinates of regions 

containing blocks of text. 

 

Figure 8. An example of a black and white (region-separation) mask: original image (left) and the 

resulted mask (right) 

Figure 8 illustrates a black and white (region-separation) mask obtained by using the 

aforementioned processing method. We can observe how the document was divided into 

three regions. The number of regions varies from image to image and depends on the 

spacing between rows. This number of regions can be controlled by a number of 

parameters applied to the probabilistic Hough transform and/or dilation operator. For 

example, we can consider each text-line of the image as a block of text, while the voting 

will be performed between those lines. However, the results of the OCR engine are better 

if we consider larger blocks of text due to the mechanism of feedback that is implemented 

in the two-step recognition process. 

The second type of preprocessing filters is represented by morphological operators of 

dilation or erosion as well as a combination of them (an operator of erosion followed by 

a dilation, or the reverse process). These morphological changes will achieve varying 

input data, so the process will involve passing the input image through the thresholding 

step, correcting the slope and building a template followed by the application of a set of 

distinct preprocessing. 
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The structural element may acquire various forms including the most popular ones: star, 

ellipse and rectangle, all having various sizes. The size of the structural element will not 

exceed a predefined threshold as the application of such a filter will change too much the 

text features thus becoming unusable for the OCR process. 

The proposed solution is independent of any particular OCR engine that is treated as a 

black box system. The voting system is considered an extra layer of abstraction that tries 

to improve the final result, regardless of the OCR engine used. To enhance the abstraction 

of the communication with the OCR engine, we consider a common interface (wrapper) 

that connects the preprocessing module and the voting module. The common interface 

may include implementations for multi-engine OCR usage in which case the interface for 

interconnection must be carefully designed to ensure all the required basic functionalities 

are met. Thus, irrespective of the OCR engine used the input interface receives a number 

of preprocessed image data (based on morphological transformations and combinations 

previously established) and returns the same number of results multiplied by the number 

of text blocks determined in the black and white mask. 

Also, the voting system is based on the percentage of accuracy of output text, so it is 

necessary that the OCR engine is able to calculate such a rate for each region in the 

template. Typically, OCR engines calculate this percentage at character level and by 

applying an arithmetic average can precisely calculate the accuracy detection percentage 

of these areas. 

 

Figure 9. The voting process 

The operation performed by this module is very simple. It receives multiple sets of data 

from OCR engine and combines them to obtain the final result (Figure 9). The received 

data is stored in an associative structure; each entry is represented by a block of text index 

previously determined in the stage of building the template preprocessing module. Also, 

at the same time, for each preprocessing result the detected percentage of accuracy is 

stored. 

The voting process means the processing of each such aforementioned region (thus 

completing every index) and the election of the most suitable partial results that will be 

included in the final result. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The Validator Application and Test Scenarios 

Some libraries used in the implementation of the image processing modules and our 

proposal validator application are Tesseract 3.02 and Leptonica 1.68. Tesseract offers an 

API for the C++ programming language to develop applications and due to the fact that 

the voting system requires constant variations applied on the input, by switching between 

different image processing filters and morphological operators, the OpenCV 3.0 library 

was chosen to complete the set of libraries and technologies needed in our 

implementation. 

To illustrate the validity of the voting system, a set of test scenarios were carried. The 

tests include, among others, the sample pages represented in Figure 10 and Figure 13 that 

contain problems like noise, uneven background and illumination, various artifacts and/or 

an angle of inclination, allowing to exemplify a comparison between a simple execution 

of Tesseract and the proposed solution. 

The Proposed Approach Results 

Scenario 1 (skew-free and skewed input image document) 

 

Figure 10. Test "Test_A" and “Test_B” input images 

In Figure 10 both images have a resolution of 300 dpi, the latter being obtained from the 

first by using a rotation of 5 degrees to the right. Picture "Test_A" was extracted from the 

first page of "The Washington Times", 17 July 1905. The sample image quality is not 

suitable for direct OCR processing, since bold characters are often wrongfully joined 

together. Also, the background is having a gray tone that approaches the text color, 

making it difficult or almost impossible to recognize certain characters printed with faded 

colors. 

The normal Tesseract execution (Figure 11) was compared with the proposed solution 

(Figure 12) and the DiffChecker tool [25] was used for the purpose of accurate 

identification of the differences between the two approaches. The text lines were 

vertically-aligned in both figures for the left and right text blocks, so that the 
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correspondence between the same information is as easy as possible to be followed 

visually. 

 

Figure 11. Comparison between the input “Test_A” reference text (left) and the basic Tesseract 

execution result (right) 

 

Figure 12. Comparison between the input “Test_A” reference text (left) and the proposed voting-

method result (right) 

The set of preprocessing steps used in the voting process contains a complex series of 

morphological operators applied as a succession of two transforms, each such 

transformation being applied with different sizes and shapes of structural elements. The 

two-transform sequence results are also measured independently on the two detected 

regions of the test document. Table 2 shows in a detailed manner, the filters used with the 

percentage of accuracy for each of the two regions. 
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Table 2. The filters used in the proposed solution and the obtained accuracy 

# 

Transform 1 Transform 2 Accuracy % 

Applied 

operator 

Structural 

element size 

(pixels) 

Structural 

element 

shape 

Applied 

operator 

Structural 

element size 

(pixels) 

Structural 

element 

shape 

Region 

1 

Region 

2 

1 dilation 1 x 1 plus erosion 1 x 1 square 75.65 75.44 

2 erosion 1 x 1 square dilation 1 x 1 ellipse 81.09 82.83 

3 dilation 1 x 1 plus erosion 1 x 1 ellipse 81.09 84.27 

4 erosion 1 x 1 ellipse dilation 1 x 1 plus 81.09 73.13 

5 dilation 3 x 3 plus erosion 3 x 3 square 75.78 76.88 

6 erosion 3 x 3 square dilation 3 x 3 ellipse 75.78 76.36 

7 dilation 3 x 3 plus erosion 3 x 3 ellipse 81.54 79.43 

8 erosion 3 x 3 ellipse dilation 3 x 3 plus 85.03 82.68 

Table 3. Comparison between the proposed voting-based method and Tesseract 3.02 in test 

scenario 1 

Test image Accuracy of characters (%) Accuracy of words (%) Technology used 

Test_A 97.01 87.64 
Tesseract 3.02 

Test_B 90.26 75.28 

Test_A 98.13 91.01 
Proposed method 

Test_B 97.51 88.74 

Table 3 shows a comparison between the standard Tesseract 3.02 results and the voting-

based method proposed in this paper for the test scenario 1. The accuracy percentages are 

calculated by manually counting the wrong characters/words and computing the 

percentage based on the total number of characters (483) or the total number of words 

(89) found in the reference text. 

Scenario 2 (noise-free and variable text quality and contrast) 

 

Figure 13. The input “Test_C” original image (left) and the current proposal detected template 

regions (right) 
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In Figure 13 the original image has also a resolution of 300 dpi being extracted from the 

page 4 of „The Vassar Chronicle”, 24 March 1944. 

The “most successful” morphological operator succession and kernel type and size for 

every region, is represented in table 4 and the result comparison for standard Tesseract 

and the proposed voting-based approach is presented in Figures 14 and 15. 

Finally, the comparison for the second test scenario in terms of efficiency of the proposed 

voting-based approach in comparison to the standard Tesseract OCR engine is presented 

in Table 4. 

Table 4. The proposed solution’s operators and kernels used, and the resulted accuracies 

# 
Applied operator (in 

order) 
Region affected by the applied operator 

Accuracy 

% 

1 
Dilation (plus, 1 x 1) 

Erosion (ellipse, 5 x 5)  
86.63 

2 
Dilation (plus, 5 x 5) 

Erosion (square, 1 x 1)  83.24 

3 
Dilation (plus, 1 x 1) 

Erosion (ellipse, 5 x 5)  90.22 

4 
Erosion (square, 1 x 1) 

Dilation (ellipse, 5 x 5)  89.88 

5 
Erosion (ellipse, 1 x 1) 

Dilation (plus, 1 x 1)  85.68 

6 
Dilation (plus, 1 x 1) 

Erosion (ellipse, 5 x 5) 
 

84.53 

7 
Erosion (square, 1 x 1) 

Dilation (ellipse, 5 x 5)  87.27 

8 
Dilation (plus, 1 x 1) 

Erosion (ellipse, 5 x 5)  80.72 

 

Figure 14. Comparison between the input “Test_C” reference text (left) and the basic Tesseract 

execution result (right) 
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Figure 15. Comparison between the input “Test_A” reference text (left) and the proposed voting-

method result (right) 

Table 4. Comparison between the proposed voting-based method and Tesseract 3.02 in test 

scenario 2 

Test image Accuracy of characters (%) Accuracy of words (%) Technology used 

Test_C 82.32 63.26 Tesseract 3.02 

Test_C 94.82 89.79 Proposed method 

The purpose of this paper was to propose and demonstrate the viability of voting-based 

methods to improve the accuracy of an entire document image processing system, 

including the final OCR results, by designing and implementing a voting system based on 

varying OCR input data using a set of image processing filters. The filters used are only 

based on morphological transformations along with a global thresholding method. 

Various combinations were tried in terms of size, shape and operator applied (erosion, 

dilation) which in the end provided an average of 4-5% better text accuracy. 

5. FUTURE WORK 

The implementation of the proposed solution may be further refined to obtain better 

results in the OCR processing. Moreover, optimization and efficient implementation of a 

greater number of preprocessing methods should be considered for further improvements 

while also designing and implementing a parallel processing architecture considering the 

significant time requirements for preprocessing (obtaining voting candidates) as well as 

for the required intermediate steps (skew correction, template construction) followed by 

the execution of the OCR engine processing. 

In conclusion, the proposed voting system can be successfully used to improve the 

accuracy of OCR in case of significantly deteriorated document images, when the quality 

of character detection is more important than processing speed. 

Another approach that can be considered is implementing a system of voting between two 

or more existing OCR technologies. Each such technology candidate (OCR engine) would 

have an empirically grade associated that would be a representation of how good it is 

compared with the other alternatives. The proposed approach may be further improved by 

combining this pre-evaluated grade with the accuracy percentage obtained by the OCR 

engine returned for a specific input. 
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